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Intrusion detection systems play a very important role in industrial Internet network security. However, in the large-scale, complex, and heterogeneous industrial Internet of Things (IoT), it is becoming more and more difficult to defend network intrusion threats due to the insufficiency of high-quality attack samples. To solve the problem, an efficient federated network intrusion method called EFedID is proposed for industrial IoT, which can allow different industrial agents to collaboratively train a comprehensive detection model. Specifically, the adaptive gradient sparsification method is introduced to alleviate the communication and computation overheads. To protect the data privacy of the agents, a CKKS cryptosystem-based secure communication protocol is designed to encrypt the model parameters through the federated training process. Our proposed system demonstrates exceptional detection performance on the NSL-KDD, KDD CUP 99, and CICIDS 2017 datasets. Notably, on the NSL-KDD dataset, the model compression rate reaches 9 times while the model accuracy reaches 84.31%. On the KDD CUP 99 dataset, the model compression rate reaches 8.9 times while the model accuracy reaches 97.3%. Lastly, on the CICIDS 2017 dataset, the model compression rate reached 6.173 times while the model accuracy reached 95.51%. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method is very suitable for effectively developing a high-accuracy detection model while protecting the data information of industrial agents. Furthermore, the method can be extended to other recent deep learning networks for intrusion detection.

1. Introduction

Industrial Internet of Things (IoT) encapsulates communication technologies, edge computing, cloud servers, artificial intelligence (AI), and existing industrial control systems [1, 2]. It aims to connect real-world scenarios with distributed computing principles to realize smart manufacturing, resource management, and other processes. With the rapid development of industrial IoT, the network security threats to IoT are becoming more and more serious [3, 4] and cyber security has become a key issue for industrial IoT. Network intrusion refers to any unauthorized activity on a digital network, which is one of the most common threats in cyber space. It often involves stealing valuable network resources and jeopardizing the security of networks and/or their data. Hence, intrusion detection methods are proposed to monitor network operations in real time and detect suspicious invasions.

In recent years, to proactively detect and respond to network intrusions, researchers have used artificial intelligence (AI) technologies to design intrusion detection methods. Deep learning (DL) is predominant in the recent literature on network intrusion detection. Recent studies [5] have definitely demonstrated that DL techniques can achieve excellent detection accuracy compared to conventional machine learning techniques. Many DL-based models have been used for network intrusion detection. For instance, the paper [6] developed an autoencoder-based intrusion detection framework that harnesses the power of convolutional and recurrent neural networks to proactively identify cyber
threats in IIoT networks. The work placed a strong emphasis on model explainability, empowering security administrators to interpret the underlying data evidence and causal reasoning behind intrusion alerts. The framework applies a two-step sliding window (SW) to better learn the latent representations of the data features, effectively extracting features including malicious pattern contexts. Ismail et al. [7] investigated electricity theft attacks in smart grid cyber-physical systems and proposed a deep learning-based intrusion detection system. Wazzeh et al. [8] proposed a DTL-(deep transfer learning-) based residual neural network (ResNet) to effectively detect various network threats against the heterogeneous Internet of Things. More recent related works are presented in Section 2.1.

Training high-performance deep learning models depends on a large number of high-quality data. Currently, most of the existing DL-based intrusion detection methods assume that developers have sufficient high-quality cyber-attack data. However, it is difficult to achieve this assumption in practical scenarios because it is usually very difficult and time-consuming for one industrial IoT Owner to collect a large number of cyberattack samples. In addition, the traditional centralized learning approach (CL), which centralizes distributed owners’ data to a central server for model building, is also difficult to implement because industrial IoT Owners are usually unwilling to share their attack samples with third parties out of security, privacy, and business interest considerations [8–11]. The open problem of insufficient training samples has become a major obstacle in training high-quality intrusion detection models. Therefore, how to solve this difficulty and develop accurate and efficient intrusion detection methods becomes a challenge for protecting intelligent networks in practical applications.

The application of federated learning to solve the insufficient data problem is a relatively new research area [9, 12–14]. Since federated learning can organize different participants to collaboratively train a comprehensive model, it has great potential to utilize more data from different participants and get better model performance [12, 15, 16]. There are also some federated learning-based intrusion detection methods [17, 18] that have achieved good performance, but traditional federated learning requires a large number of parameters to be transmitted during the training process, which may not be applicable to resource-constrained industrial environments. Moreover, it is very possible to be attacked by an adversary during the parameter transmission process, which can cause data privacy leakage. In this paper, we first develop a new method for multiple industrial IoT Owners to cooperatively build a comprehensive intrusion detection model to alleviate the problem of insufficient high-quality attack samples while preserving their local data. In addition, to be more applicable to industrial IoT environments with resource-constrained devices, we introduce adaptive gradient sparsification technology, which sends sparse vectors of the model parameters, to alleviate the cryptographic computing and communication overheads. Considering the security of the model parameters in the data transmission process, we design a secure communication protocol based on the CKKS cryptosystem. Compared to other traditional homomorphic encryption schemes, the CKKS scheme has a faster encryption/decryption speed and supports both additive and multiplicative homomorphic encryption. The main contributions of this study can be concluded as follows.

First, we present a network intrusion method named EFedID, which (1) relieves the open troublesome problem of insufficient training samples and (2) supports data preprocessing at each industrial agent and preserves their local data information.

Second, an adaptive gradient sparsification method, named AGS, is developed to alleviate the resource overheads of the EFedID system while retaining high efficiency so that it can be deployed to a large number of resource-constrained devices.

Third, the CKKS cryptosystem-based secure communication protocol is designed for the federated learning system, by which the security and privacy of model parameters through the training process can be well preserved.

We present related works in Section 2 and describe the design of EFedID in Section 3. In Section 4, we analyze the security and functionality of our method. In Section 5, we give comparison experiments to verify the proposed method’s performance. Finally, we conclude this study in Section 6. Table 1 shows a summary of the acronyms used in this paper.

2. Related Work

2.1. Intrusion Detection Schemes for Industrial CPSs (Cyber-Physical Systems). To fight against cyberattacks, various intrusion detection methods have been proposed. Wang et al. [19] proposed an intrusion detection framework method based on SVM with feature augmentation. However, traditional machine learning-based detection methods are not suitable for massive and high-dimension network traffic data detection. In recent years, owing to the rapid development of deep learning (DL) technologies, many researchers proposed DL-based intrusion detection methods. For instance, Li et al. [20] introduced a convolutional neural network (CNN) to design a network intrusion detection model for industrial IoT, which achieves high accuracy on the NSL-KDD dataset. However, it has been experimented on only one dataset. In practice, the performance of the classifier may fluctuate due to some redundant or inefficient features in different datasets. To alleviate this problem, Wu and Li [21] proposed some feature selection methods and introduced a combination of neural networks and random forests to improve the detection performance. Compared to similar methods, their approach provides better results in general by identifying important and closely related features. However, this scheme requires features to be extracted from existing training data samples and it lacks generalization. The paper [22] proposed a real-time industrial IoT intrusion detection system based on deep autoencoders. This system utilizes a statistical feature mining approach to extract relevant features from network traffic data, which is designed to be helpful in improving the model’s generalization and
incorporating IoT technologies, which improves communication efficiency and reduces the transmission energy cost. Zhang et al. [25] proposed a dynamic fusion-based FL for medical diagnosis to classify COVID-19 infections, which can adaptively determine the participants according to their local model performance and model aggregation scheme based on participants’ training time. In 2022, Aloqaily et al. [26] proposed a hierarchical federated learning (HFL) solution based on blockchain, which can provide fast, safe, and accurate decision making for industrial machines.

3. Our Approach

In this section, we introduce our proposed EFedID, which combines our designed adaptive gradient sparsification (AGS) method and the CKKS cryptosystem-based secure communication protocol. We first describe the system model and then present the detailed operations within the method.

3.1. System Model. Federated learning offers a solution to the challenge of insufficient data by facilitating collaborative model training among multiple institutions, all without the need to disclose their individual data to each other or to a central server. In this process, instead of transmitting raw data, each agent sends model parameters to a cloud server. We use the generic setting for the federated learning system, where a cloud server and K industrial agents collaboratively train a model for intrusion detection. As shown in Figure 1, the system is composed of three parties: (1) a key generation center (KGC), (2) a cloud server, and (3) K industrial agents. These parties in the FL system are described as follows:

1. KGC: The KGC is a trusted third-party organization, which is responsible for generating the keys based on the CKKS cryptosystem and distributing the keys to industrial agents. KGC does not send keys to entities outside the system or without access.

2. Cloud server: the cloud server contains three functions: (a) it establishes different communication channels for the industrial agents, (b) it collects the trained models from the industrial agents and then aggregates the models to obtain a new global model, and (c) it adjusts the sparsification rate $\phi$.

3. Industrial agents: Each industrial agent collects and stores the raw data. They are responsible for training a model locally and uploading the trained model to the cloud server until the end of training. In our system, each agent sparsifies the model parameters before sending them.

Table 1: Summary of acronyms used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronyms</th>
<th>Full name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IoT</td>
<td>Internet of Things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>Artificial intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL</td>
<td>Centralized learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DL</td>
<td>Deep learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>Federated learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>Artificial neural network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNN</td>
<td>Deep neural network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>Convolutional neural network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-CNN</td>
<td>Multi-convolutional neural network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGS</td>
<td>Adaptive gradient sparsification method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Support vector machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMM</td>
<td>Hidden Markov model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBFO</td>
<td>Binary bacterial foraging optimization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFL</td>
<td>Hierarchical federated learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPS</td>
<td>Cyber-physical system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KGC</td>
<td>Key generation center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGD</td>
<td>Momentum gradient descent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>Multilayer perceptron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReLU</td>
<td>Rectified linear unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPA</td>
<td>Chosen-plaintext attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLS/SSL</td>
<td>Transport Layer Security/Secure Sockets Layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR</td>
<td>Compression rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IID</td>
<td>Identically and independently distributed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-IID</td>
<td>Not identically and independently distributed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

addressing the issues of low detection rates and high false positive rates (FPRs). Nevertheless, it is difficult to obtain enough high-quality data samples for detection model training in practical scenarios. Moreover, due to the sensitivity, privacy, and high value of industrial IoT data, data owners are usually reluctant to share data. Tang et al. [17] proposed a network intrusion detection method based on federated learning. Although this scheme alleviates the problem of insufficient attack samples, it does not consider the FL system resource consumption problem, which does not apply to resource-constrained devices. Khan et al. [18] proposed the federated-SRU IDS model, which employs the improved simple recurrent unit architecture to reduce computational cost and mitigate the gradient vanishing problem in recurrent networks for enhancing the model intrusion detection performance. Moreover, the system facilitates model aggregation through multiple communication rounds within the federated learning architecture, allowing multiple ICS networks and stakeholders to collaboratively build comprehensive IDS models while preserving their data privacy. However, they did not consider the problem that the model parameters may be attacked by an adversary during transmission which is not able to protect the privacy and security of the local data.

2.2. Federated Learning-Based Industrial Applications. Owing to its outstanding performance, many researchers proposed various FL-based industrial applications. For instance, Zhang et al. [23] proposed a rolling bearing fault diagnosis method based on federated learning and convolutional neural network. Lu et al. [24] proposed a federated learning scheme for the digital twin networks by

3.2. Adversary Model. We assume that the cloud server and all the industrial agents are honest-but-curious entities. Honest-but-curious entity means that it will faithfully follow the designed protocol and not tamper with the calculation results but will attempt to infer private information from the input of other entities in the scheme (industrial agents in this article). Meanwhile, the KGC is considered a trusted third
After obtaining the sparse model parameters sparse \((v_{\text{glo}})\), each industrial agent updates the local model. 

\[
w_{a,k} = w_{a,k} - \text{spares}(v_{\text{glo}}),
\]

where \(w_{a,k}\) denotes the local model parameters of the agent \(k\).

Then, each agent uses the local data to train the local model, which can be expressed as

\[
w_{a,k} = \text{MDG}(w_{a,\text{com}}, D_{\text{batch},k}),
\]

where MGD denotes the momentum gradient descent algorithm and \(D_{\text{batch},k}\) denotes the mini-batch data of the agent \(k\).

3.3.3. Each Industrial Agent Uploads Model Parameters. Each industrial agent processes the local model parameters according to the sparsification rate \(\varphi\) downloaded from the cloud server to obtain sparse \((v_{a,k})\) (see more details in Section 3.4).

After sparse \((v_{a,k})\) is obtained, each agent encrypts the local sparse model parameters and uploads the encrypted parameters to the cloud server. The encryption formula is shown in the following equation:

\[
\text{Enc}(\text{spare}(v_{a,k})) = \text{CkkEnc}(\text{spare}(v_{a,k})),
\]

where CkkEnc(*) denotes the encryption operation (see more details in Section 3.6).

3.3.4. Cloud Server Updates Global Parameters. The server receives the encrypted sparsification local parameters Enc (sparse \((v_{a,k})\)) from all the industrial agents and computes the average model parameters Enc (sparse \((v_{\text{glo}})\)) to update the global model parameters. Encrypted sparsification local parameters Enc (sparse \((v_{a,k})\)) can be aggregated without decryption because the CKKS encryption algorithm is homomorphic. The server uses the weighted federated averaging method, which assigns varying weights to individual agents based on the proportion of data each agent holds relative to the total dataset size. The aggregation formula is shown in the following equation:

\[
\text{Enc}(\text{spare}(v_{\text{glo}})) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \theta_k \cdot \text{Enc}(\text{spare}(v_{a,k})),
\]

where \(\theta_k\) denotes data contribution ratios calculated by \(\theta_k = |D_{k}|/|D_{\text{all}}|\) and \(|D_{k}\) denotes the number of the data of the agent \(k\), and \(|D_{\text{all}}|\) denotes the number of all agent’s data. The global sparsification model parameters are obtained by adding all encrypted sparsification model parameters according to the data contribution ratios.

Then, the cloud server uses the AGS to make some adjustments to \(\varphi\) (see more details in Section 3.4).

Finally, the cloud server broadcasts the global model parameters Enc (sparse \((v_{\text{glo}})\)) and adjusts \(\varphi\) to all agents to start the next round of federated training until the end.

Figure 1: Federated learning system architecture.
procedure of multiple local update steps followed by global aggregation repeats until training convergence.

3.4. Adaptive Gradient Sparsification. The FL system communication process requires the transfer of a large number of parameters, which can put a huge strain on industrial IoT environments with limited network resources. In order to protect the data privacy of industrial agents, homomorphic encryption technology is usually used in the FL system. Encrypting and decrypting model parameters requires a lot of resources, especially when there are many agents in the system, which is often difficult on resource-constrained devices. To reduce the consumption of computing

**Algorithm 1: EFedID.**

\[\text{Input: Model, training parameters} \]
\[\text{Output: } w_{\text{glo}} \]

(1) **Initialization:**
(2) (a). Create separate communication channels between industrial agents and the cloud server;
(3) (b). Initialize the global model \( w_{\text{glo}} \);
(4) (I). Industrial agent side:
(5) for each industrial agent \( k = 1, \ldots, K \) do://Parallel running
(6) Receive Enc (sparse \( (v_{\text{glo}}) \)) and \( \phi \);
(7) sparse \( (v_{\text{glo}}) \) \( \leftarrow \) CKKDec(Enc (sparse \( (v_{\text{glo}}) \)));
(8) \( w_{a,k} \leftarrow w_{a,k} - \text{sparse} (v_{\text{glo}}) \);
(9) Compute the validation accuracy value \( \alpha_k \);
(10) Train the model locally and obtain the model parameters \( v_k \);
(11) Perform sparse operation on model parameters to obtain sparse\( (v_{a,k}) \);
(12) Enc (sparse \( (v_{a,k}) \) ) \( \leftarrow \) CKKEnc (sparse \( (v_{a,k}) \));
(13) Send Enc (sparse \( (v_k) \)) and \( \alpha_k \) to the server;
(14) End
(15) (II). Cloud server side:
(16) Receive Enc(sparse\( (v_{a,k}) \)) and \( \alpha_k \);
(17) Enc (sparse \( (v_{\text{glo}}) \) ) \( \leftarrow \sum_{k=1}^{K} (\theta_k \cdot \text{Enc (sparse} (v_{a,k}) \)) \);
(18) Use our AGS algorithm to make some adjustments to \( \phi \);
(19) Broadcast Enc (sparse \( (v_{\text{glo}}) \)) and \( \phi \) to all agents;
(20) Return \( w_{\text{glo}} \).
resources and improve communication efficiency, a gradient sparsification method is introduced in our scheme to reduce the number of parameters for communication transmission.

In this paper, the momentum gradient descent (MGD) optimizer [27] is used to minimize \( L(b_k, \mathbf{w}_t^{a,k}) \). The optimization objective is formulated as shown in the following equation:

\[
\min_{\mathbf{w}_t} E_{(x,y)\sim D_{a,k}} L\left[f\left(x; \mathbf{w}_t^{a,k}\right), y\right], \quad k = 1, \ldots, K,
\]  

where the local data of industry agent \( k \) are denoted by \( D_{a,k} \).

At every iteration \( t \), industrial agent \( k \) computes the loss \( L(b_k, \mathbf{w}_t^{a,k}) \) and the model parameters \( \mathbf{v}_t^{a,k} \) with regard to \( \mathbf{w}_t^{a,k} \).

\[
\mathbf{v}_t^{a,k} = \mathbf{v}_t^{a,k} + \frac{1}{b_k} \sum_{i=1}^{b_k} \nabla_{\mathbf{w}_t^{a,k}} L\left(f\left(x_i; \mathbf{w}_t^{a,k}\right), y_i\right).
\]  

For \( t = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, N \), where \( \mathbf{w}_t^{a,k} \) is the weight vector obtained at the end of the current iteration \( t \), \( L(f(x_i; \mathbf{w}_t^{a,k}), y_i) \) is the loss obtained at the end of the previous iteration \( t(t=0 \text{ corresponds to model initialization}) \), and \( \nabla_{\mathbf{w}_t^{a,k}} L(f(x_i; \mathbf{w}_t^{a,k}), y_i) \in \mathbb{R}^T \) is the sparse gradient of the local loss in iteration \( t \) with \( T \) defined as the dimension of the weight vector.

Formally, in every iteration \( t \), the weight vector of the industrial agent \( k \) is adjusted by MGD as follows:

\[
\mathbf{w}_t^{a,k} = \mathbf{w}_t^{a,k} - \eta \mathbf{v}_t^{a,k}.
\]  

When all industrial agents upload model parameters to the server, the global model parameters are computed as

\[
\mathbf{v}_t^{glo} = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} \mathbf{v}_t^{a,k}.
\]  

In every iteration \( t \), the global model weight vector is optimized by MGD by

\[
\mathbf{w}_t^{glo} = \mathbf{w}_t^{glo} - \eta \mathbf{v}_t^{glo}.
\]

The main goal of gradient sparsification is to exchange only a small number of important gradients. The cloud server calculates the sparse global gradients according to these gradients and sends the updated sparse global gradients to each agent. The gradient sparsification scheme is very effective in reducing the computation and communication costs in the FL system. Han et al. [28] provided theoretical analysis to prove that local and global models can still converge after gradient sparse. Setting the sparsification rate in the gradient sparsification scheme is critical and requires a trade-off between model performance and resource savings. A high sparsification rate can significantly reduce the resource overhead, but it can also significantly degrade model performance. A low sparsification rate guarantees a limited loss of model performance but saves very few computing and communication resources. To better balance model performance and resource consumption, we adopt the adaptive gradient sparsification method referring to the adaptive learning rate method [15]. We consider a slightly different procedure in which instead of using a fixed compression ratio, we adaptively adjust the compression rate according to the training information of model performance. We will see in the experiments in Section 5.3 that our AGS performs better than the fixed compression ratio approach (GS).

In AGS, we use the accuracy value as the model performance metric. Industrial agent \( k \) computes the local accuracy value denoted by \( \alpha_k \). The local accuracy values \( \alpha_k \) are sent from each industrial agent to the cloud server, and the server calculates the average of the accuracy values, which can be expressed as

\[
\alpha_{glo} = \sum_{k=1}^{K} (\bar{\theta}_k \cdot \alpha_k).
\]  

We adjust the sparsification rate \( \varphi \) when the value of \( \alpha_{glo} \) is continuously below the highest accuracy \( \tau \) times. The adjustment formula is as follows:

\[
\varphi = \max(\varphi - d_{rate}, 0),
\]  

where \( d_{rate} \) denotes the decay rate. We set the value of \( d_{rate} \) to 0.001 in this paper based on experimentation. The \( \tau \) value affects the sensitivity of the proposed scheme. We set the value of \( \tau \) to 2 in this paper based on experimental.

The cloud server sends the sparsification ratio \( \varphi \) to all industrial agents. After the agents receive \( \varphi \), each agent calculates the absolute value \( \text{abs}(\mathbf{v}_t^{a,k}) \) of the local model parameters \( \mathbf{v}_t^{a,k} \) and then sorts \( \text{abs}(\mathbf{v}_t^{a,k}) \) of the local model from smallest to largest values, setting the value at \( \varphi\% \) position as the local sparsity threshold \( \theta \) for the \( t \)-th iteration.

\[
\text{abs}(\mathbf{v}_t^{a,k}) = | \mathbf{v}_t^{a,k} |.
\]  

Each industrial agent updates model parameters \( \mathbf{v}_t^{a,k} \) whose absolute value is evaluated to exceed \( \theta \) instead of all model parameters.

\[
\text{sparse}(\mathbf{v}_t^{a,k}) = \text{sparse}\left( \gamma \mathbf{v}_{t-1}^{a,k} - \frac{1}{b_k} \sum_{i=1}^{b_k} \nabla_{\mathbf{w}_{t-1}^{a,k}} L\left(f\left(x_i; \mathbf{w}_{t-1}^{a,k}\right), y_i\right) \right) = \mathbf{v}_t^{a,k} \oplus \left[ \text{abs}(\mathbf{v}_t^{a,k}) > \theta \right],
\]
where \( \text{sparse}(v_{t,k}^A) \) denotes the sparse model parameters. \( \Theta^{[-]} \) denotes the identity function that is equal to \( v_t^A \) if the condition is satisfied and zero otherwise.

The rate of agent \( k \) can be computed as

\[
\varphi_t = \frac{\text{sparse}(v_{t,k}^A)}{|v_t^A|},
\]

where the total number of sparse \( |\text{sparse}(v_{t,k}^A)| \) is denoted by \( |\text{sparse}(v_{t,k}^A)| \) and the total number of \( v_{t,k}^A \) is denoted by \( |v_{t,k}^A| \).

Finally, the cloud server receives the encrypted sparse model parameters Enc (sparse \( v_{a,k}^A \)) and computes the sparse global model parameters Enc (sparse \( v_{\text{glob}}^A \)) according to equation (3).

The overall process is shown in Algorithm 2. Next, we analyze the resource consumption of the AGS algorithm. \( U_A \) denotes the number of agents, the total number of model parameters is denoted by \( M \), and each model parameter takes up 4 bits.

### 3.4.1. Communication Cost.

According to our algorithm, the communication cost mainly arises from data transmission. At each training, industrial agents send sparsification local models and local accuracy information to the cloud server, which incurs a communication cost of \( \left( (1 - \varphi) M + 1 \right) \times 4 \) \( U_A \) bits. The cloud server then returns the aggregated global model and the updated sparsification rate \( \varphi \), which is of size \( 4(M + 1) \) bits. Thus, the communication cost is about \( 4[U_A M (1 - \varphi) + M + U_A + 1] \) bits per training round.

### 3.4.2. Computational Cost.

Before uploading the local model, the industrial agent needs to perform a sparsification operation on the local model parameters. The time complexity of obtaining the absolute value of the local model parameters \( v_{t,k}^A \) is \( O(T) \) and \( T \) is the dimension of the local model parameters. The time complexity of computing the sparsification threshold is \( O(T \log T) \). The time complexity of selecting the updated model parameters is \( O(T) \). The total time complexity of the AGS algorithm is \( O(T \log T + 2T) \).

### 3.5. The CNN-Based Intrusion Detection Models

Now, we describe our designed intrusion detection model in detail.

#### 3.5.1. Model Structure.

Figure 3 shows the CNN-based intrusion detection model structure, which consists of a CNN module, a MLP (multilayer perceptron) module, and a softmax layer. The structure of the input data is resized to \( 5 \times 5 \) square, as expected by the CNN model. The CNN module contains two convolutional blocks, and each convolutional block contains one convolutional layer, one batch normalization layer, and one max-pooling layer. The activation function of each hidden layer is the rectified linear unit (ReLU). Cblock1 in the CNN module extracts \( 5 \times 5 \) feature map as the input of Cblock2. Cblock2 extracts \( 5 \times 5 \) feature map with 16 channels and inputs it into the MLP module. The MLP module is used to predict classes, which contain two fully connected layers and one dropout layer.

The dropout layer with a dropout rate of 0.5 is adapted to control overfitting. Finally, we use the softmax layer that transforms the MLP output from exponential to probabilistic form. The cross-entropy function is used as the loss function, and the formula is as follows:

\[
L = \frac{1}{B} \sum_{i=1}^{B} \sum_{j=0}^{J} y_{i,j} \log \hat{y}_{i,j},
\]

where \( y_{i,j} \) represents the true label of \( i \)-th sample, \( \hat{y}_{i,j} \) represents the probability label of \( i \)-th sample classified by softmax layer, \( J \) denotes the number of categories, and \( B \) denotes the size of the batch data.

#### 3.5.2. Model Training.

Model training is performed on the industrial agent side. At round \( t \), local models of all industrial agents are initialized to the global model \( w_{\text{glob}} \). Then, each industrial agent trains our designed intrusion detection model locally on their private data resource \( D_i \). \( w_{t,k}^A \) is updated locally based on MGD optimizer, which can adjust the weights of the model to reduce the cross-entropy function value.

#### 3.6. CKKS Cryptosystem-Based Secure Communication Protocol.

Now, we introduce our designed secure communication protocol based on CKKS [29]. Compared with Paillier homomorphic encryption algorithm, CKKS has great advantages in computing speed [30, 31], which is very helpful in improving the operation speed of federated learning. It is noticeable that TLS/SSL is used in our protocol to create secure communication channels, which helps reduce the risk of potential external adversary attacks during parameter transmission between the cloud server and industrial agents. Our CKKS cryptosystem-based secure communication protocol contains a total of four functions: KeyGen, CkkEnc, CkkAgg, and CkkDec.

The detailed algorithms are as follows:

1. **KeyGen (λ):** The key generation center generates the public key and the private key by executing KeyGen (λ). The key generation center is given the security parameter \( λ \). It selects a prime \( p \) and an integer \( q_0, L, \tau, \) sets \( q_l = p^\tau \cdot q_0, \) where \( l = 1, 2, \ldots, L \). The parameter \( N = N(\lambda, q_L) \) and \( B \)-bound error distribution \( \chi = \chi(\lambda, q_L) \) selected reasonably as parameters. Next, a random number \( s = \text{HWT}(h) \) is chosen to generate the security key sk \( \rightarrow (1, s) \in Z_{q_0}^{N+1} \), where HWT \( (h) \) is a signed set of \( n \)-dimensional \( [1, 0, 1]^N \) vector with Hamming weight \( h \). In addition, a random number \( A \rightarrow Z_{q_L}^{N+1}, e \rightarrow \chi \) are selected to generate the public key \( pk = (-A + e \mod q_L), A) \in Z_{q_L}^{N+1} \). Finally, the key pairs are distributed to industrial agents by the **key generation center**.

2. **CkkEnc (sparse \( v_{a,k} \), pk):** The CkkEnc function is executed by the industrial agents to encrypt the local model parameters before uploading them to the cloud server. Randomly select a vector \( r \sim (0, 1)^T \) and obtain the ciphertext of the local model parameters CkkEnc(sparse \( v_{a,k} \)). It is formulated as
\[ CkkEnc(\text{sparse}(v_{a,k})) = \left( v_{\text{sparse}(v_{a,k})}, 0 \right) + pk \cdot r \in \mathbb{Z}_{q_{k}}^{N+1}. \] (17)

(3) \( CkkAgg(CkkEnc(\text{sparse}(v_{a,k})), \ldots, CkkEnc(\text{sparse}(v_{a,k}))) \): In each communication round \( k \), once all the industrial agents have uploaded their encrypted parameters \( \delta k \) to the cloud server, the server executes the \( CkkAgg \) function to aggregate the local models and obtain the global model parameters. It is formulated as

\[ CkkEnc \left( \text{sparse} \left( v_{\text{glo}} \right) \right) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} CkkEnc \left( \text{sparse} \left( v_{a,k} \right) \right)^{\delta_k}. \] (18)

(4) \( CkkDec \left( CkkEnc \left( \text{sparse} \left( v_{\text{glo}} \right) \right), sk \right) \): the \( CkkDec \) function is executed by the industrial agent to decrypt the global model parameters \( CkkEnc \left( \text{sparse} \left( v_{\text{glo}} \right) \right) \) downloaded from the cloud server, which can be expressed by

\[ \text{sparse} \left( v_{\text{glo}} \right) = \langle CkkEnc \left( \text{sparse} \left( v_{\text{glo}} \right) \right), sk \rangle \mod q_{1}. \] (19)

### 4. Analysis

In this section, we present the security analysis and functionality analysis of our EFedID scheme.

#### 4.1. Security Analysis

**Definition 1** (CPA security). A private-key encryption scheme \( \Pi = \text{Gen, Enc, Dec} \) has indistinguishable encryption under a chosen-plaintext attack (CPA) if for all probabilistic
polynomial-time adversaries $A$ there exists a negligible function

$$\Pr[\text{Priv}^{\text{cpa}}_{A,n}(n) = 1] \leq \frac{1}{2} + \text{negl}(n),$$

(20)

where the probability is taken over the random coins used by $A$.

The CKKS cryptosystem-based secure communication protocol is proved to be indistinguishable against chosen-plaintext attack (CPA) based on the decisional composite residuosity problem, which means the ciphertexts will leak no bit of information about the plaintexts. Next, we would demonstrate that our scheme can protect industrial agents’ data privacy.

**Theorem 2.** Our proposed method can guarantee that no industrial agents’ data information will be leaked if the CKKS cryptosystem-based secure communication protocol can against Chosen Plaintext Attack (CPA) when all components involved in the system are noncolluding.

**Proof.** According to CPA-secure, we assume that there is an adversary in our system who intercepts the ciphertext of all the model parameters. However, in the absence of collusion, the adversary has no way to obtain the decrypted private key $sk$ to decrypt the ciphertext. The key generation center will not distribute key pairs to entities other than agents. So, the adversary cannot infer the true value of the model parameters. For eavesdroppers in the process of parameter transmission, we have employed TLS/SSL (Transport Layer Security/ Secure Sockets Layer) to establish separate communication channels between the server and each agent to provide additional protection for the system to prevent eavesdroppers. Moreover, each industrial agent cannot obtain the model parameters of other agents because each industrial agent uses a separate channel to communicate with the cloud server. Therefore, in our system, we can ensure the privacy of the parameters of all models and the privacy of the industrial agent’s data. □

4.2. **Functionality Analysis.** Now we compare the functionality of the latest FL deep learning models as shown in Table 2. MFL [27] uses the momentum term to accelerate convergence but does not take privacy into account. DPFL [32] and PFL [33] do not use the momentum term to speed up convergence, although privacy protection is considered. Compared with these schemes, our proposed EFedID uses AGS to reduce resource consumption while considering data privacy protection and model convergence rate during the training process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>MFL</th>
<th>PFL</th>
<th>DPFL</th>
<th>EFedID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Noninteractive</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy-preserving</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Momentum</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradient sparsification</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. **Implementation and Evaluation**

5.1. **Settings**

5.1.1. **Environment.** The experiment is performed on a computer that has NVIDIA 1080-Ti and 32 GB RAM. The EFedID is developed by CKKS-Python and PyTorch.

5.1.2. **Datasets and Data Preprocessing.** We select three network intrusion detection datasets from different domains to validate the effectiveness of our scheme. The KDD CUP 99 [34] dataset is extracted based on packet traces from military network environments, and it is one of the most widely used datasets in the field of intrusion detection. The NSL-KDD [35] dataset is an updated version of the KDD CUP 99, which eliminates redundant data and selects a number of records from each difficulty level group that is inversely proportional to the percentage of records in the original KDD CUP 99 dataset. Therefore, the classification rates of different machine learning methods vary over a wider range, which makes the accurate assessment of different learning techniques more effective. In the recent literature [20, 27], many researchers use the NSL-KDD dataset as a valid baseline dataset, which can help researchers to compare different intrusion detection methods. CICIDS 2017 [36] is collected by the Canadian Institute for Cybersecurity Research in 2017, which contains the benign and newest common types of attacks similar to real-world data. Therefore, we decide to use the above three datasets to test the benchmark performance of our approach. The number of data records and characteristics in different datasets are given below:

(i) KDD CUP 99 dataset: This dataset consists of 5 million records, and we use a 10% training subset and a test set for our experiments. The training set has 494,021 training samples, and the test set has 311,092 test samples. The dataset includes 41 features, and there are 24 types of attacks in the training set and 38 types of attacks in the test set. The types of attacks can be classified as denial-of-service (DoS), attack from remote to local machine (R2L), unauthorized access to local administrator user (U2R), and probing attack 4 types.

(ii) NSL-KDD dataset: In our paper, we have used the “KDDTrain” dataset for the model’s training and the “KDDTest” dataset for testing. The “KDDTrain” dataset has 125973 records and the “KDDTest” dataset has 22544 records. Each record contains 41 feature attributes and one label attribute. There are 9 discrete features and the rest are continuous features.

(iii) CICIDS 2017 dataset: This dataset consists of 3429031 records and we use 80% of the data as the training set and 20% of the data as the test set. Each record has 80 features, and the dataset has 14 types of attacks.

We assume that the data are independently and identically distributed (IID). The data are shuffled and
partitioned to each industrial agent. Before model training, the industrial agents in the FL system process their local data to generate training and testing samples. First, the random forest algorithm is used to perform feature analysis on the data, and the top 25 features are selected for model training. Next, we use one-hot encoding to encode the three features of "protocol type," "service," and "flag." This operation can convert data into numerical values, which is convenient for neural network processing. In addition, we use Min-Max normalization to scale the samples to the range of 0-1.

5.1.3. Models. We design experiments to study the performance of the proposed EFedID for multiclass classification on the NSL-KDD, KDD CUP 99, and CICIDS 2017 datasets. We use our designed CNN-based intrusion detection model as the local model of industrial agents. A dropout layer with a dropout rate of 0.5 is used between the first fully connected layer and the second fully connected layer to control overfitting. Rectified linear unit (ReLU) is used as the activation function of each hidden layer. A momentum gradient descent (MGD) optimizer with a momentum rate of 0.5 is adopted to train models. The loss function is the cross-entropy cost function. The mini-batch size, the aggregation round, the learning rate, and the decay rate $d_{rate}$ used in training the networks are 512, 1500, 0.05, and 0.001, respectively.

5.1.4. Performance Metrics. In this paper, we use the accuracy, precision, recall, and compression rate to evaluate the performance of the different methods: (1) accuracy—the proportion of correctly classified samples to the total number of samples; (2) precision—the percentage of records predicted to be of categories are indeed those categories; (3) recall—the proportion of all correctly predicted category records to exact types of categories; (4) F1-score—the harmonic mean of the accuracy and recall with the maximum value of 1 and the minimum value of 0.5; and (5) compression rate—the proportion of the number of the transmission parameters computed as $CR = \frac{N}{\sum_{t=1}^{N} \sum_{k=1}^{K} |\text{sparse}(\phi_{t,k})|/\sum_{t=1}^{N} \sum_{k=1}^{K} |\phi_{t,k}|}$, where $N$ denotes the aggregation rounds.

5.2. Case 1. In this experiment, we conduct a comprehensive evaluation by comparing our proposed EFedID approach with three other prominent methods: centralized learning (CL), privacy-preserving federated learning (PFL), and PFL-GS using a fixed sparsification rate of 0.8. The comparison is performed across various dimensions to assess the efficiency and effectiveness of EFedID.

5.2.1. Accuracy. Accuracy is a critical metric for evaluating intrusion detection models. As illustrated in Figures 4(a), 5(a), and 6(a), our EFedID initially exhibits lower accuracy in the early aggregation rounds due to its higher sparsification rate during this phase. Then, with the increase of the number of aggregation rounds, the accuracy of EFedID steadily improves, eventually converging to levels closely matching those of PFL. Further insights are provided in Figures 7–9, which present histograms derived from experimental results.

Notably, the centralized learning (CL) approach attains the highest accuracy, achieving 84.33%, 97.35%, and 95.85% on different datasets, making it the top-performing model among the four learning approaches. For the purpose of baseline comparison, we chose PFL. Importantly, it is worth highlighting that EFedID and PFL-GS ($\phi = 0.8$) demonstrate comparable model performance to PFL. This result underscores that EFedID does not affect model performance on different datasets.

5.2.2. Resource Costs. Resource consumption is a critical concern in practical deployments. Figures 4(c), 5(c), and 6(c) show transmission parameter curves on different datasets, while Figures 7–9 present histograms of these transmission parameters. The number of transmission parameters plays an important role in determining cryptographic computation and communication overheads. Observing Figures 4(c), 5(c), and 6(c), it becomes evident that the number of transmission parameters in PFL significantly increases with each iterative round across diverse datasets. In contrast, the transmission parameter count in PFL-GS exhibits a more gradual increment. The histograms of the experimental results clearly illustrate the efficacy of our GS method, reducing the transmission parameter count by a factor of 5 ($\phi = 0.8$). Moreover, EFedID further enhances compression rates by 1.92 times, 1.78 times, and 1.23 times on different datasets. This observation underscores the AGS method’s capability to further reduce resource consumption while maintaining model performance.

5.3. Case 2. In this section, we delve into the validity of our AGS method by contrasting it with PFL utilizing different fixed sparsification rates ($\phi = 0.8$ and $\phi = 0.9$) for comparison with our EFedID approach. Figure 10 provides an overview of the experimental curves, while Figure 11 presents detailed experimental results on the NSL-KDD dataset. An initial observation reveals that EFedID’s accuracy convergence appears slower than that of PFL-GS ($\phi = 0.9$) and PFL-GS ($\phi = 0.8$) in the early rounds of aggregation. This divergence can be attributed to the comparatively higher sparsification rate employed by EFedID during these initial aggregation rounds. Figure 10(c) underscores this point by showing that the number of transmission parameters gradually increases with iterative rounds in PFL-GS ($\phi = 0.8$). However, when compared to PFL-GS ($\phi = 0.8$), both EFedID and PFL-GS ($\phi = 0.9$) exhibit a more gradual increase in the transmission parameter count. From Figure 11, we observe that the accuracy of PFL-GS ($\phi = 0.8$) reaches 84.45%, surpassing the other two learning approaches, with EFedID closely following. Conversely, the lowest accuracy, 83.07%, is attributed to PFL-GS ($\phi = 0.9$), underscoring the significant impact of the sparsification rate on model accuracy. Regarding the reduction in the number of transmitted parameters, PFL-GS ($\phi = 0.9$) achieves a remarkable
Figure 4: Curves of the different learning models (dataset: KDD CUP 99). (a) Accuracy curves. (b) Sparsification rate curves. (c) Transmission parameter curves.

Figure 5: Curves of the different learning models (dataset: NSL-KDD). (a) Accuracy curves. (b) Sparsification rate curves. (c) Transmission parameter curves.

Figure 6: Curves of the different learning models (dataset: CICIDS 2017). (a) Accuracy curves. (b) Sparsification rate curves. (c) Transmission parameter curves.
Figure 7: Results of the different learning models (dataset: KDD CUP 99).

Figure 8: Results of the different learning models (dataset: NSL-KDD).

Figure 9: Results of the different learning models (dataset: CICIDS 2017).
In this subsection, we explore the adaptability of our EFedID method to a distributed computing environment and investigate the influence of the momentum rate ($\gamma$) on its convergence rate.

### 5.4.1. Varying the Number of Agents $N$.

We begin by varying the number of industrial agents ($N$) to assess how EFedID performs under different distributed scenarios. The curves of EFedID for $N$ ranging from 10 to 50 are depicted in Figures 16(a), 17(a), and 18(a), with the increase in the number of aggregation rounds, all accuracy curves of EFedID gradually improve and converge to similar accuracy levels by the end of the training process. Complementary insights are provided in Figures 19–21, presenting histograms based on experimental results. Notably, our EFedID exhibits comparable performance between scenarios with $N = 20$ and $N = 50$ when compared to the baseline scenario with $N = 10$ (chosen as a reference point). This observation suggests that small variations in the number of agents ($N$) do not significantly affect EFedID’s performance. This robustness underscores the adaptability of our proposed scheme to edge-computing industrial environments.

5.4.2. Impact of $\gamma$. In this subsection, we explore the influence of the momentum rate ($\gamma$) on the performance of our EFedID method, as illustrated in Figures 22–24. As observed, in the figures, the convergence rates gradually increase as $\gamma$ is adjusted from 0 to 0.7. This trend indicates that the incorporation of the momentum term enhances the convergence speed of EFedID. Notably, the sparsification rate experiences a slightly faster decay as $\gamma$ increases. This behavior can be attributed to the acceleration of adaptive adjustments caused by the model rapidly approaching the adjustment threshold. To provide detailed insights into EFedID’s performance with different $\gamma$ values, we present the results in Figures 25–27. In this evaluation, we use EFedID with $\gamma = 0$ as the baseline for comparison. Across the NSL-KDD dataset, EFedID with $\gamma = 0.7$ achieves the highest accuracy at 0.8450, followed by EFedID with $\gamma = 0.5$ (accuracy of 0.8431) and EFedID with $\gamma = 0.3$ (accuracy of 0.8414). Notably, all models with $\gamma$ values outperform the baseline model with $\gamma = 0$, highlighting the positive impact of the momentum term on accuracy improvement. A similar trend is observed in the KDD CUP 99 dataset, where EFedID with $\gamma = 0.7$ attains the lowest accuracy of 0.9735, followed by EFedID with $\gamma = 0.5$ (accuracy of 0.9712) and EFedID with $\gamma = 0.3$ (accuracy of 0.9706). Once again, all models with varying $\gamma$ values...
Figure 11: Results of the PFL with different sparsification rates (dataset: NSL-KDD).

Figure 12: Curves of the PFL with different sparsification rates (dataset: KDD CUP 99). (a) Accuracy curves. (b) Sparsification rate curves. (c) Transmission parameter curves.

Figure 13: Results of the PFL with different sparsification rates (dataset: KDD CUP 99).
**Figure 14:** Curves of the PFL with different sparsification rates (dataset: CICIDS 2017). (a) Accuracy curves. (b) Sparsification rate curves. (c) Transmission parameter curves.

**Figure 15:** Results of the PFL with different sparsification rates (dataset: CICIDS 2017).

**Figure 16:** Curves of the EFedID with different N (dataset: NSL-KDD). (a) Accuracy curves. (b) Sparsification rate curves. (c) Transmission parameter curves.
Figure 17: Curves of the EFedID with different $N$ (dataset: KDD CUP 99). (a) Accuracy curves. (b) Sparsification rate curves. (c) Transmission parameter curves.

Figure 18: Curves of the EFedID with different $N$ (dataset: CICIDS 2017). (a) Accuracy curves. (b) Sparsification rate curves. (c) Transmission parameter curves.

Figure 19: Results of the EFedID with different $N$ (dataset: NSL-KDD).
Figure 20: Results of the EFedID with different $N$ (dataset: KDD CUP 99).

Figure 21: Results of the EFedID with different $N$ (dataset: CICIDS 2017).

Figure 22: Curves of the EFedID with different $\gamma$ (dataset: NSL-KDD). (a) Accuracy curves. (b) Sparsification rate curves. (c) Transmission parameter curves.
Figure 23: Curves of the EFedID with different $\gamma$ (dataset: KDD CUP 99). (a) Accuracy curves. (b) Sparsification rate curves. (c) Transmission parameter curves.

Figure 24: Curves of the EFedID with different $\gamma$ (dataset: CICIDS 2017). (a) Accuracy curves. (b) Sparsification rate curves. (c) Transmission parameter curves.

Figure 25: Results of the EFedID with different $\gamma$ (dataset: NSL-KDD).
outperform the $\gamma = 0$ baseline, underscoring the benefits of utilizing the momentum term. Figures 24 and 27 illustrate the experiment curves and detailed results on the CICIDS 2017 dataset, where a similar pattern emerges, further reinforcing the positive impact of adjusting $\gamma$. In conclusion, our analysis of different $\gamma$ values indicates that EFedID’s convergence rate can be accelerated by incorporating the momentum term.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KDD CUP 99</td>
<td>CNN [37]</td>
<td>92.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Three-stage SMOTE-GAN-VAE [39]</td>
<td>94.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NIDS-CNNLSTM [38]</td>
<td>97.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EFedID</td>
<td><strong>97.3</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSL-KDD</td>
<td>Muli-CNN [40]</td>
<td>81.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AE-R with SMOTE [44]</td>
<td>82.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCAE + SVM [41]</td>
<td>84.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EFedID</td>
<td><strong>84.31</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CICIDS 2017</td>
<td>Three-stage SMOTE-GAN-VAE [39]</td>
<td>94.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FL [42]</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CPIO [43]</td>
<td>93.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EFedID</td>
<td><strong>95.51</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bold values represent the best results of the several compared models.
5.5. Performance Comparison with Other Latest Methods. In the same way, we compare the performance of EFedID with some of the latest other notable state-of-the-art methods. Models CNN [37] and NIDS-CNNLSTM [38] were both trained using the KDDTrain+ dataset and tested using the KDDTest+ dataset. The model SMOTE-GAN-VAE [39] was evaluated on the NSL-KDD and CICIDS 2017 datasets, respectively. Muli-CNN [40] and SCAE + SVM [41] showed their performance using the NSL-KDD dataset. FL [42] and CPIO [43] showed their performance using the CICIDS 2017 dataset. Table 3 presents the experiment results of the above compared methods. It can be seen that the proposed EFedID model performs better than other state-of-the-art methods in multivariate classification.

6. Conclusion

In this article, we proposed EFedID, which allows distributed industrial agents to collaboratively train a network intrusion detection model. The resource overheads of the FL system are reduced by using the AGS algorithm, and the performance of the model is guaranteed. Moreover, we demonstrated the preservation of data privacy for industrial agents through a secure communication protocol based on the CKKS cryptosystem. The experiment results show that our proposed method can efficiently organize multiple industrial agents to collaboratively train a network intrusion detection model and protect the industrial agents’ data.

Since the training data are collected by each client in its own local environment and follows its usage patterns, the size and distribution of the local datasets often different. Non-IID (not identically and independently distributed) data for privacy-preserving federated learning models can reflect practical scenarios. In the future, we will also focus on investigating how to adjust the model aggregation interval to further improve training efficiency for privacy-preserving federated learning on non-IID data. This will allow us to continue pushing the boundaries of secure and efficient collaborative learning in diverse industrial settings.
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